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BEDDING COLLECTIONS
Mixology by Siscovers is the art and craft of mixing your own bedding ensemble
your way, in your style, with the colors you love. Create an aesthetic that is personal,
comfortable and exactly what you want.
This bedding collection centers around our easy-care Padma fabric in over twenty colors:
earthy greens, cool blues, steely grays, vibrant spice tones, warm neutrals and more.
Padma is a smooth, dense, short pile fabric that has a distinctively soft hand and matte
velvet finish. It’s perfect for duvet covers, bed caps, pillow shams, toss pillows, lumbar
pillows, bed scarves and curtain panels.
Cleverly mixing combinations of both color and element can result in a space that ranges
from gracefully understated to wildly energetic. The choice is yours. There is no right or
wrong. Make it your own.
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Be a Mixologist !
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First, choose your bedding style. A duvet set or a bed cap set?
Duvet Cover Set

Bed Cap Set

Classic, easy-going style.

A modern alternative with a tailored
appeal.

Easy zip closure that keeps the
comforter insert neatly tucked inside.

All-in-one system with 15” drop tailored
corners at the foot of the bed.

No-shift construction - all season
down-alternative comforter is buttoned
inside cover in eight places.

Sewn-in construction - all season downalternative comforter is sewn inside
cover to create one piece.

Two pillow shams tailored with one
inch flange and zipper closure (twin set
has one sham).

Two pillow shams tailored with one inch
flange and zipper closure (twin set has
one sham).

Second, make it your own. Choose additional elements to layer on...
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Euro Pillows

Toss Pillows

Add color and dimension to your pillowscape with multiple euro pillows. Our
26” x 26” euro shams have a zipper closure and can be filled with your choice
of a feather or a polyfill pillow insert.

Then garnish with additional toss pillows. Our 20” x 20” pillow shams have a
zipper closure and can be filled with your choice of a feather or a polyfill pillow
insert.

Bed Scarf

Lumbar Pillow and Bed Scarf Set

Adding a bed scarf is a beautiful way to add even more color to your Mixology
collection. Choose a throw or runner style bed scarf.

Complete your ensemble with a final luxurious layer of rich color. Combine
your lumbar pillow with a matching bed scarf, and your look is complete.

Our throw scarf is hemmed on the edges and can be folded or draped at the
foot of the bed.
T 50” x 60”, F 54” x 75”, Q 54” x 80”, K 54” x 96”

Our 21” x 12” lumbar pillow sham with zipper closure can be filled with your
choice of a feather or a polyfill pillow insert.

Our runner scarf is self lined and narrower than the throw, and it runs across
the foot of the bed.
T 24” x 60”, F 24” x 75”, Q 24” x 80”, K 24” x 96”

Individual lumbar pillows are also available.
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Make your own mix

Padma
Aubergine Mix

Scintillating eggplant purple brings
passion and seduction to the
otherwise neutral shades of charcoal,
vanilla cream, herbal green and a
vaporous smoked gray.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Aubergine duvet cover set with two Padma Iron euro pillows, one Padma Parchment euro
pillow, two Padma Chive toss pillows, one Padma Smoke lumbar pillow, one Padma Parchment runner
bed scarf and one Padma Smoke throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Parchment curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma
Berry Mix

Ripened strawberry ignites the
senses among rich tones of smoke,
whispery gray, vanilla cream and
black caviar.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Berry duvet cover set with two Padma Harbor Gray euro pillows, one Padma Smoke euro
pillow, two Padma Parchment toss pillows, one Padma Night lumbar pillow, one Padma Smoke runner
bed scarf and one Padma Night throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Smoke curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Blue
Bell Mix

A classic shade of blue is a
dependable and reassuring
foundation. Add the vigor of
thoughtful gray, wise olive,
trustworthy tan and calming light
blue for a restful embrace.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Blue Bell duvet cover set with two Padma Smoke euro pillows, one Padma Olive euro
pillow, two Padma Parchment toss pillows, one Padma Dusk lumbar pillow, one Padma Olive runner bed
scarf and one Padma Dusk throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Olive curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Bronze
Mix

A burnt paprika gently warms this
spicy grouping of smoky gray,
charcoal black, deep teal blue and
gray fog.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Bronze duvet cover set with two Padma Smoke euro pillows, one Padma Night euro pillow,
two Padma Sea Blue toss pillows, one Padma Harbor Gray lumbar pillow, one Padma Night runner bed
scarf and one Padma Harbor Gray throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Night curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Chive
Mix

A dark loden green grounds this
earthy arrangement. Elements
of rutabaga beige, chocolate
espresso, juicy lime and cool gray
wrap up this natural refuge.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Chive duvet cover set with two Padma Parchment euro pillows, one Padma Coffee Bean
euro pillow, two Padma Olive toss pillows, one Padma Harbor Gray lumbar pillow, one Padma Coffee Bean
runner bed scarf and one Padma Harbor Gray throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Coffee Bean curtain
panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Coffee
Bean Mix

Roasted brown is the new black in
this robust grouping. Tasteful hues
of deep sea-blue, rutabaga, opal
gray and tawny umber add even
more heartiness.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Coffee Bean duvet cover set with two Padma Sea Blue euro pillows, one Padma
Parchment euro pillow, two Padma Harbor Gray toss pillows, one Padma Umber lumbar pillow, one
Padma Parchment runner bed scarf and one Padma Umber throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma
Parchment curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Dove
Mix

This soft opal gray assemblage
soars with subtle shades of romantic
rose and frosted silver against an
intense dark iron.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Dove duvet cover set with two Padma French Pink euro pillows, one Padma Iron euro
pillow, two Padma French Pink toss pillows, one Padma Harbor Gray lumbar pillow, one Padma Iron
runner bed scarf and one Padma Harbor Gray throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Iron curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Dusk
Mix

An evening sky-blue with gray
undertones gives off an air of
mystery. Storm cloud gray, volcanic
ash, rolling fog and midnight blue
make it an enigmatic masterpiece.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Dusk duvet cover set with two Padma Smoke euro pillows, one Padma Iron euro pillow,
two Padma Harbor Gray toss pillows, one Padma Blue Bell lumbar pillow, one Padma Iron runner bed
scarf and one Padma Blue Bell throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Iron curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Emerald
Mix
A jewel-toned green is the dominant
hue of this proud peacock. Layered
exotic shades of deep royal blue,
dark violet, vibrant turquoise and
a spirited chartreuse reveal the
mystery of its tail feathers.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Emerald duvet cover set with two Padma Sea Blue euro pillows, one Padma Blue Bell
euro pillow, two Padma Aubergine toss pillows, one Padma Olive lumbar pillow, one Padma Blue Bell
runner bed scarf and one Padma Olive throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Blue Bell curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma French
Pink Mix

A luxe rosé is the turn of phrase in
this poetic grouping of dreamlike
whisper-soft hues and muted gold.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma French Pink duvet cover set with two Padma Harbor Gray euro pillows, one Padma Dove
euro pillow, two Padma Harbor Gray toss pillows, one Padma Parchment lumbar pillow, one Padma
Dove runner bed scarf and one Padma Parchment throw bed scarf. Also shown Dove curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Harbor
Gray Mix

Misty gray lays the groundwork
for a calm juxtaposition of juicy
black plum, vintage washed denim,
dusted morel mushroom and a
smoky green.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Harbor Gray duvet cover set with two Padma Aubergine euro pillows, one Padma Dusk
euro pillow, two Padma Umber toss pillows, one Padma Lagoon lumbar pillow, one Padma Dusk runner
bed scarf and one Padma Lagoon throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Dusk curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Iron
Mix

The low luster of steel wool is a
strong framework. Built up with
accents of cement gray, deep dark
blue, vintage aged parchment
and stone gray for cosmopolitan
glamour.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Iron duvet cover set with two Padma Harbor Gray euro pillows, one Padma Blue Bell
euro pillow, two Padma Parchment toss pillows, one Padma Smoke lumbar pillow, one Padma Blue Bell
runner bed scarf and one Padma Smoke throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Blue Bell curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Jungle
Mix

The brilliance of nature is on full
display in lush garden green.
Chromatic shades of jade and vivid
yellow-green add tropical flair among
neutrals of sand and dark umber.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Jungle duvet cover set with two Padma Emerald euro pillows, one Padma Parchment
euro pillow, two Padma Umber toss pillows, one Padma Olive lumbar pillow, one Padma Parchment
runner bed scarf and one Padma Olive throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Parchment curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Lagoon
Mix

Contemplative dusty green
harmonizing with deep eggplant
purple, off-black, soft ecru and cool
gray creates the serene spot you
have been craving.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Lagoon duvet cover set with two Padma Aubergine euro pillows, one Padma Iron euro
pillow, two Padma Parchment toss pillows, one Padma Smoke lumbar pillow, one Padma Iron runner bed
scarf and one Padma Smoke throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Iron curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Night
Mix

A velvety black concoction is stirred
up with moody layers of London
fog, midnight and dusky blue. The
morning light tan completes this
seductive combo.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Night duvet cover set with two Padma Harbor Gray euro pillows, one Padma Blue Bell euro
pillow, two Padma Dusk toss pillows, one Padma Parchment lumbar pillow, one Padma Blue Bell runner
bed scarf and one Padma Parchment throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Blue Bell curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Old
Gold Mix

A pale burnished gold creates a base
of nobility. Shades of ancient tree
bark, deep royal purple, lemon zest
and chic gray fill out a picture-perfect
courtly scene.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Old Gold duvet cover set with two Padma Umber euro pillows, one Padma Aubergine
euro pillow, two Padma Pollen toss pillows, one Padma Smoke lumbar pillow, one Padma Aubergine
runner bed scarf and one Padma Smoke throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Aubergine curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Olive
Mix

Spring green takes root where a
hushed forest green, complimentary
shades of gray and a shadowy
sky blue come together in pure
contentment and serenity.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Olive duvet cover set with two Padma Emerald euro pillows, one Padma Smoke euro
pillow, two Padma Iron toss pillows, one Padma Dusk lumbar pillow, one Padma Smoke runner bed
scarf and one Padma Dusk throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Smoke curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Orange
Mix
A warm pumpkin base sets
the flavor of this spicy-sweet
concoction laced with shades
of rooted umber, frothy cream,
cayenne and dark asphalt.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Orange duvet cover set with two Padma Umber euro pillows, one Padma Parchment euro
pillow, two Padma Bronze toss pillows, one Padma Iron lumbar pillow, one Padma Parchment runner bed
scarf and one Padma Iron throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Parchment curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma
Parchment Mix
Enduring elegance begins with a
natural cream base. Intense black
and high energy red, grouped with
chromatic shades of gray, portray
stability and strength.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Parchment duvet cover set with two Padma Night euro pillows, one Padma Berry euro
pillow, two Padma Smoke toss pillows, one Padma Harbor Gray lumbar pillow, one Padma Berry runner
bed scarf and one Padma Harbor Gray throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Berry curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Pollen
Mix

The upbeat sunny yellow is the
headliner here. Add punches of
avocado green, muted aged gold,
dried tea leaves and surf blue
for a show-stopping collection of
confident colors.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Pollen duvet cover set with two Padma Olive euro pillows, one Padma Old Gold euro
pillow, two Padma Chive toss pillows, one Padma Sea Blue lumbar pillow, one Padma Old Gold runner
bed scarf and one Padma Sea Blue throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Old Gold curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Sea
Blue Mix

Watery blue-green with rich-hued
accents of earthy dark umber,
sandy beach beige, deep tropical
green and golden sun harmonize
in this homage to island time.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Sea Blue duvet cover set with two Padma Umber euro pillows, one Padma Parchment euro
pillow, two Padma Jungle toss pillows, one Padma Old Gold lumbar pillow, one Padma Parchment runner
bed scarf and one Padma Old Gold throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Parchment curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Smoke
Mix

The deep warmth of smoky concrete
lays the foundation. Garnishes of
pepper, peacock blue, soft-whisper
gray and soothing butterum build an
elegant facade.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Smoke duvet cover set with two Padma Iron euro pillows, one Padma Sea Blue euro pillow,
two Padma Old Gold toss pillows, one Padma Harbor Gray lumbar pillow, one Padma Sea Blue runner bed
scarf and one Padma Harbor Gray throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Sea Blue curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Umber
Mix

Warm umber grounds this earthy
collection. Throw in elements of
tranquil tan, popping orange, ripe
plum and cool asphalt for an overall
sense of rooted sophistication.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Umber duvet cover set with two Padma Parchment euro pillows, one Padma Orange
euro pillow, two Padma Aubergine toss pillows, one Padma Smoke lumbar pillow, one Padma Orange
runner bed scarf and one Padma Smoke throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Orange curtain panel.

Make your own mix

Padma Wine
Mix

The velvety essence of Cabernet
is served up with notes of deep
umber, vanilla cream, dark
chocolate and brushed silver for a
tantalizing, seductive mix.

Duvet Cover Set
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Bed Cap Set

Above: Padma Wine duvet cover set with two Padma Umber euro pillows, one Padma Harbor Gray euro
pillow, two Padma Coffee Bean toss pillows, one Padma Smoke lumbar pillow, one Padma Harbor Gray
runner bed scarf and one Padma Smoke throw bed scarf. Also shown Padma Harbor Gray curtain panel.

Padma Fabrics
Soft and velvety, with a color palette that covers over twenty shades of deeply saturated hues.
From high energy reds, juicy orange, exotic greens, calming blues to cooled out grays and
warm rooted browns, Padma offers a full palette to match your mood and feeling. Padma,
made from 100% Polyester, is a breeze to keep clean. Just machine wash and tumble dry.
Cleverly mix your combination of colors and elements with the Padma fabric collection.

Be a Mixologist !

Padma Harbor Gray

Padma Iron

Padma Jungle

Padma Lagoon

Padma Night

Padma Pollen

Padma Aubergine

Padma Berry

Padma Blue Bell

Padma Bronze

Padma Chive

Padma Old Gold

Padma Olive

Padma Orange

Padma Parchment

Padma Coffee Bean

Padma Dove

Padma Dusk

Padma Emerald

Padma French Pink

Padma Sea Blue

Padma Smoke

Padma Umber

Padma Wine
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Padma
Pillows

Create a statement pillowscape with
the sought after rich colors of Padma.
• Shams are machine washable
• Zipper closure for easy removal of 		
pillow insert
• Filled with your choice of a feather 		
or a polyfill pillow insert

Mixology Pillows:
• Euro pillow, 26” x 26”
• Toss pillow, 20” x 20”
• Lumbar pillow, 21” x 12”
Other sizes:
• 16” x 16”
• 18” x 18”
• 22” x 22”
• 26” x 14”
• 30” x 30”
• Custom sizes are available.

Padma
Bed Scarves

Adding bed scarves to your mix
provides a next level opportunity to
create unique color layerings.
• Machine washable
• Protects the foot of the bed from 		
dirt and debris
• Choice of throw or runner style

Throw scarf:
• Hemmed edges
• T 50” x 60”, F 54” x 75”, Q 54” x 80”, 		
K 54” x 96”
• Folded or draped at the foot of the 		
bed
Runner scarf:
• Self lined
• T 24” x 60”, F 24” x 75”, Q 24” x 80”, 		
K 24” x 96”
• Runs across the foot of the bed
Make it a combo:
• Choose a bed scarf and lumbar 		
pillow for a bold color grouping
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Padma
Curtains

The finishing touch to any mix is
completed by adding back tab curtain
panels in your favorite velvety Padma
color.
• Machine washable
• 4” hidden tabs on the backside of 		
curtain header
• Metal drapery weights in bottom 		
hem
• Pair fits window 30” to 60” wide
• Panels sold individually

Hidden tads on the backside of fabric.

Mixology Back Tab Curtain Panel:
• 50” x 84”
Other lengths:
• 96”
• 108”
• 120”
• Custom lengths are available
Lining:
• Lining can be added by request

Be a Mixologist...
Design custom bedding ensembles with over 20
colors of rich, soft and velvety Padma fabric

www.siscovers.com
800-989-5435
sis@siscovers.com

